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Abstract—In Knowledge Structure Graph, each course unit represents a phase of learning activities. Both learning portfolios and Knowledge Structure Graphs contain learning information of students and let teachers know which content are difficulties and fails. The study proposes "Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis System" that integrates two search methods: learning portfolio and knowledge structure. Teachers can operate the proposed system and obtain the information of specific students without any computer science background. The teachers can find out failed students in advance and provide remedial learning resources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In on-line distance learning environments, Internet is the major media for communication between teachers and students. The methods most frequently used by teachers to understand the situation of students are setting homework or examinations. However, these methods do not provide teachers with immediate feedback, and the feedback obtained inevitably lags behind teaching progress. The lack of face-to-face interaction between teachers and students in on-line distance learning makes it difficult for teachers to know the situation of students, and this weakness must be improved. By recording and analyzing student behavior, details of individual learning situation can be obtained, including progress, strengths and weaknesses.

The purpose of educational tests is to improve the instruction, ensure the accomplishment of instructional goals, evaluate learning results of students and assess learning of students as the criterion for remedial instructions [10]. The learning result of students tends to depend on their grades. However, the purposes of educational tests are usually neglected. In online learning environment, due to the lack of face-to-face interaction between teachers and students, it is important to probe into difficulties of students in their learning activities. Based on learning portfolio and knowledge structure of students retained in online learning, this study aimed to recognize learning situation of students more thoroughly and assess their learning as the criterion for the remedial instruction of teachers.

For helping teacher to know learning situation of students, this study proposes a new diagnosis strategy for on-line learning. The diagnosis strategy is based on Knowledge Structure Diagram (called KSD), and cooperates with the proposed system, Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis System. User can find out different characteristic students from e-learning system easily, without need of understanding the technology of database or IT. With the assistance of the proposed system, teachers can prepare remedial learning strategies for different students.

II. RELATED WORKS

The "Conceptual graph"[7]-[9] is a traditional assisted teaching method. A conceptual graph is composed of propositions defined by two concept nodes and one connecting relation link. The concept nodes are arranged in a hierarchical structure. The conceptual graph can effectively represent knowledge structures of students.

Chang[3] proposed a similar approach for diagnosing student performance via a courseware diagram. The courseware diagram is a conceptual graph that contains course units and evaluation units. A course unit represents a teaching process and an evaluation unit represents an evaluation process for a learning activity. This study designed different levels of difficulty for course units for a topic, including normal course, basic remedial course and enhanced remedial course. According to evaluation results, the evaluation unit chooses the suitable course unit as the next course unit to continue the learning activities.

Hwang[5],[6] designed a computer-assisted diagnostic system that includes concept-effect relationships. The concept-effect relationship is a set of association levels (Test Item relationship table, TIRT) that represents the relationship between each concept node and each test item. In Hwang’s study, the teacher must set an association level for each relationship before the course begins. According to the answers of students, the algorithm could obtain student learning information with each concept node.

The KSD shows the sequence of learning mainly in our study. Each node is a course unit that contains learning and testing activities, and connection of two nodes represents learning sequence. From Fig. 1, a link exists between course units A and D, and the direction of the arrow represents the learning sequence. Course unit A is a prior-knowledge of course unit D. Similarly, students should learn course unit A before course unit D in the learning activities. According to the different
For reconstructing the relationship between teaching and testing, it is required to realize how to build knowledge structure and what is characteristic of knowledge structure \([10],[11]\). Schvaneveldt[12] proposed "pathfinder scaling algorithm" and developed "Knowledge Network Organizing Tool", called KNOT. The method of pathfinder scaling algorithm is letting students give scores to pairs of concept, higher score represent more similar. After deleting lower scores, the reminders represent there are relationships between two concepts. With drawing concepts and links, the graphs represent knowledge structure of students, which are named pathfinder net (called PFNET). By applying Pathfinder software, Goldsmith \([13]\) converted the approximate concept matrix of users into a network structure, and calculated the similarity between two network structures of users based on set theory, the result of which was a close value \( C \) between 0 to 1. A high value denotes a close relationship between the graphs of student maps to that of an expert and, furthermore, the student has learned a significant amount of the knowledge theme \([2]\).

Notwithstanding that the learning status and problems could be obtained from the KSD, it is a time-consuming job for the teachers to survey the KSD of every student. Moreover, the original records of on-line learning must be reviewed to obtain actual information. It is an important subject for the common people without any information technology background to learn how to operate database with SQL. SQL, which was initiated by IBM and turned into an international standard in 1987, now serves as a universal access method supported by all database systems. It is the main objective of this study to help teachers to manage the learning situations of all students in classroom easily. Chen \([4]\) proposed a "Feature Space Concept" theory, which, based on preset conversion rules, such as: account number, number of feedback, number of reading and field of database, allows you to convert the intended query conditions into SQL language, without need of learning the complex operations of database.

Chan \([14]\) initiated a structure of learning features, and then combined with data mining algorithm, thus enabling the teachers to learn the abnormal situations of students from their learning portfolio, and then take remedy teaching or tutorship. After analyzing the learning behavior of students through numerous on-line learning portfolios, Jong\([1]\) established a learning behavior model and a prior notification mechanism for abnormal learning behavior, thereby providing timely tutorship to improve the learning efficiency.

The study of Chan\([14]\) and Jong\([1]\) only analyze learning behaviors with learning portfolios of students. With Lacking of knowledge structure means lacking of a part of students learning information. In this study, providing learning information includes either learning portfolios or knowledge structure. And this study proposes a Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis System that supports two types of diagnosis information, one is "Learning Portfolio Query" which provides learning portfolio of students, and the other is "Knowledge Structure Query" which provides user to find out students with specific knowledge structure. Finally, two methods can be combined and provide more learning information of students.

III. ON-LINE LEARNING DIAGNOSIS AND INQUIRY

A. Learning Portfolio Query

Although KSD reveals learning of students and allows teachers to recognize learning difficulties, it is still time consuming for teachers to check KSD of students. Moreover, some abnormal learning cannot be shown in KSD, so that teachers must check the original records of students through online learning. Thus, it is necessary to provide a system for teachers to obtain learning portfolios and knowledge structures of students.

The framework of learning portfolio query system is shown in figure 2, wherein the system is composed of physical description layer, parameter definition layer, feature definition layer and abstract query layer from bottom to top.
The purpose of parameter definition layer is to convert the symbols in database into intuitive expression modes, e.g. the scores of students are stored into the field "Score" in the table "Students", meaning that the "scores of students" could represent Student.Score.

Data query in database must be restricted to some conditions, and then database will filter out the data with these conditions, that's to say, it is required to execute query by designating some conditions of students. For instance, if Student.Score < 60 is provided to find out the students with score<60, these students will be listed in database. In the feature definition layer, the users could replace the query instruction of database with description of learning features. For instance, the learning features of score<60 means "fail", so the users could represent Student.Score < 60 by "fail". To improve the flexibility and convenience of feature description, the predefined learning features could be combined to generate new feature descriptions, e.g. "fail" and "little attendance" are combined into a new feature "passive learning", so feature descriptions are changeable to describe the learning status of students.

In the abstract query layer, the users are only required to select the well-defined learning features for query of database, without need of understanding the query instructions. Thus, when "fail" is defined in the feature definition layer, the users could find out these students by "listing the students who fail in the examination".

Based on this system proposed herein, teachers could obtain necessary support during the teaching process, without the need of database management and operation. For example, teachers could learn the learning status and extent of absorption through learning portfolio query; the assistants could also find out which students are poorly performed, and the students could realize their problems to provide a reference for self-improvement.

B. Knowledge Structure Query

To incorporate KSD into the system during data analysis of learning portfolio, a knowledge structure query method is proposed, allowing the users to inquire about the necessary data without understanding the storage method of the knowledge structure. As the structure and linkage relationship of KSD cannot be stored directly into database, the linkage relationship of individual course units in the KSD is divided into single segment and stored into database. When learning portfolio query is used, only the contents of a single course unit in the entire KSD could be obtained, leading to the loss of overall information contained in KSD.

To obtain and analyze completely the learning information contained in the KSD, a structure conversion layer is added between the parameter definition layer and feature definition layer, so the structure of the KSD is converted into database storage format, with the system framework shown in figure 3. Next, the users could select the learning feature "listing the students with scattered knowledge structure" from the abstract query layer, then the "scattered knowledge structure" will be converted into database query syntax, whereby compatible data could be screened out from database.

The KSD shall be rearranged and re-classified to select the knowledge structure of interest, helping the users to select easily the students of special knowledge structure, without need of understanding the storage and query methods of knowledge structure. Firstly, the learning result distributions of KSD are classified into six types in this study, and then divided into overall and individual descriptions. Overall description means that the learning result distributions of entire KSD are considered, whilst individual description means the distribution of a certain course unit in the KSD is considered:

1. Complete: overall description, test of all course units passed.
2. Almost complete: overall description, test of over 80% course units passed.
3. Focused: individual description, the test of over 80% nearby course units passed based on a specific course unit already passed; but the test of less than 50% nearby course units passed based on another specific course unit already failed.
4. Dispersed: overall description, the test of over 50% nearby course units failed based on a specific course unit already passed, and these course units accounting for over 50% of course units already passed.
5. Scattered: overall description, the test of over 70% nearby course units passed based on a specific course unit already passed, and these course units accounting for over 50% of course units already passed.
6. Almost Vacant: overall description, the test of over 80% course units failed.

The above-mentioned types of rough italics are threshold values that predefined recommended values, but may be adjusted by the teachers, where applicable. The teachers could list the students based on the classifications. Due to different part of KSD correspond with different type; each student maybe corresponds with over one type. All types corresponding with students represent learning situations of
students at present, and all of them are adopted in this study. For example, a student with focused knowledge structure, maybe cause of few pass course unit, with scattered or almost vacant knowledge structure.

Teachers can use knowledge structure type as learning feature to find out specific students. For example, students with good performance but unstable knowledge structure may be found out by "listing the students with scattered knowledge structure". The incomplete knowledge structure make students have high score on the surface, but can not to achieve mastery through a comprehensive study of the subject and learn advanced knowledge. Meanwhile, the students who master at "Data-Definition Language" could be identified by "listing the students focused on Data-Definition Language". That means the students interest on the focused course unit or the course units are easy to learn.

If comparing and evaluating traditionally the "students with scattered knowledge structure" and the "students with focused knowledge structure", the results may be same or similar to each other. But, it is learnt from KSD that the learning status and problems of these two types of students differ a lot, and the teachers have to take different teaching measures. Thus, it is clear that the knowledge structure query and analysis are crucial to on-line learning.

Figure 4 illustrates the examples of classification and the difference according to the aforementioned definitions.

C. Dual Mode Query

Both learning portfolio and knowledge structure contain learning information of the students, which provide an access to teachers for understanding current learning status and problems of students. So, Learning Portfolio Query and Knowledge Structure Query are developed, allowing users to select easily the data of interest. As learning portfolio and knowledge structure play a big role in learning diagnostics, a Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis System is developed along with learning portfolio and knowledge structure queries, with the system framework shown in Figure 5.

In feature definition layer, the system could judge automatically if the defined learning features belong to learning portfolio or knowledge structure. As knowledge structure is involved, the system will automatically embed structure conversion layer, without switching between two query modes. Furthermore, a hybrid query method is developed, enabling the users to list "the students with score<60 or scattered knowledge structure", that represent students with bad performance. The learning situations of students are shown in learning portfolios and knowledge structures, all students can be found out in different situation.

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Since this study aimed to assess learning behavior according to learning system, how to flexibly adjust the system framework to easily combine the learning systems becomes the key. In this study, a statistics of distance learning systems of the universities in Taiwan were analyzed. Considering the number of system users and the representative, this study only probed into distance learning systems of the universities. A total of 103 universities and colleges were investigated and the statistical result is shown in Table I. As seen, the market share of two on-line learning systems (Moodle and Wisdom Master Pro) is over 90%. In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed
system, this study tested Moodle and Wisdom Master Pro respectively. The result showed that the execution is successful without the modification of the codes. Thus, the proposed system is proven to be feasible. The following experiment and evaluation is based on Wisdom Master Pro.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Name</th>
<th>Market Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Moodle</td>
<td>41.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Wisdom Master Pro</td>
<td>55.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Others</td>
<td>2.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.00%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the search for "the students with active learning attitude" as an example, this study described the setting process of learning features. According to our previous studies, active attitude of students is reflected in time of login and time of assignment submission. Using "time of login" as an example, after analysis, it is recorded in UserLog; however there is no data field of time of login in database, so that this study defines a temporal table for storing time of login. System managers first define the learning parameter "time of login" as "(Select UserLog.Username, Count(*) as LoginTimes From UserLog Where Action = 'Login' Group By Username) LoginTimes". And then users can obtain time of login directly. The above SQL instruction shows that the temporal table includes self-set LoginTimes (time of login) and Username (the students' ID). The field Username prepares for SQL instruction, Join. Due to normalization database system, most of learning parameters cannot respectively correspond to certain fields in database. The information is usually obtained through processing and calculation with SQL instruction. In the proposed system, learning parameter setting belongs to Parameter Definition Layer. Since it is the bottom of system setting, it is the only layer for users to use SQL instruction. Thus, in the system, learning parameter setting is not available for common users. This study also constructed the commonly used learning parameters for the users to use directly.

The learning parameter is limited with a boundary and producing a new learning feature that named "login continually". The boundary conditions include "=", ">", "<" and "Like". The users can flexibly set the conditions, as shown in figure 6. The list of the conditions involves the predefined fields.

As to knowledge structure setting, it includes overall and individual descriptions according to six types of knowledge structure, as shown in figures 4. The learning parameters of knowledge structure are threshold values that defined with rough italics in section 3.2 of this study and shown as input box in figure 7.

As above, learning features can be defined. And then, the users can directly select the learning features defined in the system, modify the features or combine at least one learning feature to produce new learning features. Using figure 8 as an example, users can combine "login continually", "submit assignments continually" and "almost complete knowledge structure" to result in a new learning features "active learning attitude" and the system automatically constructs the related SQL instruction.

Finally, as shown in figures 9, learning feature "active learning attitude" in Query can be selected to recognize the qualified students.
V. SYSTEM EVALUATION

This study treated the course "database system" as the major evaluated course. The course was designed for the juniors of Leader University, and it lasted for half year. There were about 70 students who participated in the course. The course requires basic concept of Internet. The course introduces principle of database, ER modal, SQL language, and uses MySQL Server as an example to show the steps of database installation, operation, management and maintenance. Finally, the latest development and security of database is introduced. The course is based on asynchronous distance learning, and the students listen to the teacher lecture through Wisdom Master Pro. The assignments are also submitted through Internet. Since teachers cannot have face-to-face interaction with the students, the online discussion and questions are encouraged. The online behavior of students is also scored to enhance presence and participation of students.

Through learning portfolio checking, the teachers can recognize activities of the students in learning, including assignment submission and online tests. In order to recognize learning difficulties of the students, the teachers rely on the results of online tests in learning portfolio. However, they can only realize learning problem of the students in certain units. For instance, learning result of student A in each unit is shown in the table II. Learning portfolio only shows that the said student passes the tests of eight units, and fails the rest six units. Learning portfolio or test score can only demonstrate that the said student is at medium level; however, the teachers cannot realize the specific problems or remedial approach.

TABLE II AN EXAMPLE OF LEARNING PORTFOLIO OF ONE STUDENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>StID</th>
<th>UnitID</th>
<th>Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX508603</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis proposed by this study, knowledge structure of the student is reorganized focused on "Data-Definition Language", that means the student is more familiar with "Data-Definition Language" and the related course units. Thus, when planning remedial learning strategy, "Data-Definition Language" can be the main learning subject to lead other units. Thus, the effectiveness of remedial learning can be enhanced.

In order to recognize knowledge structure of failed students, this study analyzed relationship between grades and knowledge structure. In this course, 33 students had scores lower than 60, and 11 of them focused on some course units in knowledge structure. It demonstrates that overall performances of the students are not good; however, they still master certain units. Thus, based on these course units, the teachers can enhance the learning which these students failed.

After combining knowledge structure and learning portfolio, the teacher can further analyzes the students. With regard to knowledge structure, overall behavior of the students can be reorganized in the system based on the combination with learning portfolio. After the query based on the combination of "passive attitude" and "dispersed knowledge structure", there are 42 students according with "passive attitude" and "dispersed knowledge structure" and 49 students according with "dispersed knowledge structure". The repetition ratio reaches 42/49=85.7%. As to the query upon "passive attitude" and "almost vacant knowledge structure", there are 23 students according with "almost vacant knowledge structure" and "passive attitude" and 25 students according with "almost vacant knowledge structure". The repetition ratio reaches 23/25=92.0%. It demonstrates that the students with bad knowledge structure are usually passive. Moreover, knowledge structure and learning portfolio proposed by this study partially reflects the learning result and they do not conflict with each other.

The students with different situations need different remedial strategies. Thus, it is necessary to recognize knowledge structure distribution of students and their learning behavior. With regard to the students with dispersed knowledge structure, the teachers can check their learning behavior in advance. The high ratio (over 85%) demonstrates that the students with bad knowledge structure usually have negative learning performance. Thus, in the learning, the teachers can urge these passive students to learn. For the students with focused knowledge structure, if their grades are acceptable, the teachers have the remedial instruction upon their familiar units. When performance of the students is bad, the teachers can recognize it in advance from learning portfolio.

The proposed system aims to provide a straightforward and simple method to access database. The system evaluation is implemented through expert evaluation since the study is targeted for the teachers. Three experts who teach with on-line learning many years participate in this evaluation. After using the proposed system, three experts fill in questionnaire and interview. The questionnaire and interview will be planned to collect opinions of the experts. The questionnaire designs with five-level Likert scale. The scale range is 1-to-5, 5 represents strongly agree, and 1 represents strongly disagree. According to the result of the questionnaire, most of the scores are above 4, which is positive. The following section will review the items with lower scores, recognize the reasons and indicate the solution.

TABLE III QUESTIONNAIRE CONTENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>system objective</td>
<td>1. I know the proposed system can help to find out bad performance students.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system objective</td>
<td>2. I know the proposed system can obtain students information with learning portfolio and knowledge structure.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system convenience</td>
<td>3. The user interface is simple.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system convenience</td>
<td>4. It is easy to know the function of every buttons</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system</td>
<td>5. It is easy to operate and obtain required result</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system</td>
<td>6. The system is stable, less error.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As to "system convenience", the experts interviewed suggest that the predefined learning features should provide information so that the users can recognize the content of these learning features. In the system, the detail conditions are listed at the following of each learning feature. Using "passive attitude" as an example, at the following of the learning feature, the remarks are added: "time of attending in the course < 47 Or time of posting articles on the forum < 4 Or time of login < 30 Or time of pages clicking < 100 Or total time in class < 90000". Moreover, the experts suggest providing proper help information or step assistance. This study expects to provide professional mode and assistance mode to according to requirements of users. Professional mode indicates all functions for users. Assistance mode leads to simple pages according to different needs. Thus, the users are not confused about so many functions. The users are guided with pictures and descriptions so that the system is more user-friendly.

With regard to "system performance", in order to obtain learning portfolio and knowledge structure of students for users in the same time, the proposed system has to execute a large number of SQL instructions with one clicking. Since the server is only upon the common personal computer, the upgrade of hardware could enhance the system speed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In large classes, teachers cannot completely understand situations of students. Thus, students must immediately comprehend the lecture. Once they fail, they would lag behind other students and even finally give up. In order to assist the teachers with the management of large classes, this study proposes Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis system.

The system can be easily combined with any online learning systems. Through flexible parameter definition, all data in database can be obtained. It supplements learning portfolio of the students in online learning system for the teachers who can understand the students at any time. In learning environment with connected course units, knowledge structure and learning portfolio can complement each other.

The following refers to the main effects and contribution of Dual Mode On-line Learning Diagnosis system designed by this study:

1. The teachers do not need to learn database operation. Through the proposed system, they can obtain data of students from database.
2. In large classes, teachers can completely understand the learning situation of students by learning portfolio and knowledge structure.
3. For the students with abnormal learning, teachers could easily recognize the problem through the system and help the students.

The result of the expert evaluation reveals that they are too many professional terms on the user interface of the system and more steps for learning features. It would enhance the difficulty of the operation. This study expects to provide professional mode and assistance mode according to users needs. Professional mode indicates all functions whereas assistance mode leads to simple pages. The users would not be confused with the plenty of the functions. The user setting is guided by pictures and descriptions and the system could be more user-friendly.

In addition, there are many conditions in the query process and teachers have to set many learning features to find out specific students. The approach can be improved. The system will aim to automatically classify and search for the suitable learning features with recommended boundary according to the change of database and show them in the system. The users do not need to choose from various conditions for setting desired learning features, thus save the time of operating system.
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